E2

The art of clean lines
NEW

KLUDI E2
The art of clean lines
A handle that is pleasant to touch each time you turn the water
on. An operating element with a uniquely fi ne appearance.
And clean lines that promise hygiene.
Soft edge is the name of the game for this contemporary design:
it gives softer forms to mixer bodies and surfaces, rounds corners
and edges and thus results in balanced silhouettes. KLUDI E2 is
there to give you a friendly, uncomplicated welcome with a fresh
atmosphere – in your new bathroom.
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KLUDI E2
concealed two hole wall mounted basin mixer
492450575

The right version
always at your fingertips
Lightness lies in the lever of this mixer the operating element is just a few
millimetres thick and is an elegant example of how to obtain a precise flow
of water.
In terms of practicality there is a variety of spouts too: VersatilityPlus is
KLUDI’s concept to make planning and using the washbasin area easier.
Thanks to different length spouts and four different heights, the series will
satisfy the demands of any washbasin area.

single lever basin mixer DN 15
492970575
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KLUDI E2
Waschschüsselsingle
lever washbowl mixer DN 15
Einhandmischer DN 15
492980575
Auslaufhöhe Unterkante 272 mm
492980575

More VersatilityPlus beneath
the spout: there’s space here
to wash more than hands
If you don’t just use your washbasin to wash your hands, you should get to
know the KLUDI VersatilityPlus concept. The high-spout, single-lever mixers
score top marks if a fitting is occasionally used to wash hair or to fill vases or
buckets, say.

KLUDI VersatilityPlus

These generously proportioned models go particularly well with modern
washstands. Maximum flexibility is required from countertop washstands
and washbasins. The KLUDI VersatilityPlus concept with its range of spout
heights and lengths provides the ideal solution.

The VersatilityPlus models of the KLUDI E2 come in spout heights of 80 mm, 120 mm, 155 mm and 272 mm.
They are the flexible solution for every modern washbasin.
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KLUDI E2
single lever bath and shower mixer DN 15
495900575

single lever bath and shower mixer DN 15
494450575

Mixers for your
home retreat
The mixer shows off its sensory qualities on the bath. The bath represents
your retreat within your own four walls – and KLUDI E2 bath mixers set the
backdrop for this oasis of relaxation. There are two ways to use the mixer –
toggle by pushing/pulling the knob. On the one hand, the high-flow bath filler
to run the bath quickly. And on the other, the handset for showering in the
bath or rinsing off after washing your hair.
Whether for a free-standing bath or mounted on the wall: The KLUDI E2 bath
mixers are also in keeping with the design series, which is classed between
pure minimalism and organic form.
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KLUDI E2

concealed single lever shower mixer
496550575

Emerge from your shower
invigorated
The shower stands for vim and vigour – the KLUDI E2 line for this area
of the bathroom is diverse and ranges from the convenient concealed
model to the pragmatic surface-mounted version. Every design wish,
every functional requirement and even special requests can be satisfied.
Would you rather a lavish overhead shower for an impressive cascade or
a handset for flexible showering? All necessary fittings are available in the
characteristic soft-edge design; even details like the wall union for the shower
hose attest to the design features. Then there are matching shower rails and
hoses – in short, everything needed to design a custom bathroom.

The wall-mounted version of the KLUDI E2 shower/
single-lever mixer is a design highlight.
concealed thermostatic mixer
497290575
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KLUDI E2
BASIN

single lever basin mixer DN 15
490230575

concealed two hole wall mounted
basin mixer
projection wall spout 220 mm
492450575

single lever bath and
shower mixer DN 15
495900575
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SHOWER

single lever basin mixer DN 15
spout height lower edge = 120 mm
492970575

single lever washbowl mixer DN 15
spout height lower edge = 155 mm
492960575

single lever washbowl mixer DN 15
spout height lower edge = 272 mm
492980575

BIDET

BATH

concealed two hole wall mounted
basin mixer
projection wall spout 180 mm
492440575

single lever bidet mixer DN 15
492160575

single lever bath and
shower mixer DN 15
494450575

single lever bath and
shower mixer DN 15
without bath filler
with bath filler diverter
494260575

single lever bath and
shower mixer DN 15
for three hole tile rim installation
projection 220 mm
494470575

bath filler DN 20
projection 175 mm
4950305

concealed single lever bath and
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
496500575

concealed thermostatic bath and
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
498300575

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011

Eco

s-pointer

single lever shower mixer DN 15
497140575

three-way diverter
498460575

HotStop

chrome

concealed thermostatic mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
497290575

concealed single lever shower
mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
496550575

concealed thermostatic shower
mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
498350575

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011

concealed valve, trim set
498150575

required accessories

*Not illustrated
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KLUDI E2
ACCESSORIES

KLUDI E2 Accessories
There is a place for everything – and mixing styles is avoidable – as there is
a high-quality line of accessories in the soft-edge design to match KLUDI E2.
Chrome-plated metal and hand-blown opal glass show off the lines of KLUDI E2’s
design to advantage: Towel holders, soap dispensers, toilet paper holders,
tooth mugs – for a uniformly customised bathroom.

universal glass holder
4998205
liquid soap dispenser
4997605

liquid soap dispenser
mouth-blown opal glass, white, matte
4997605

universal glass holder
mouth-blown opal glass, white, matte
4998205

glass holder
mouth-blown opal glass, white, matte
4997505

shelf
opal glass, white, matte
216 x 140 mm
4998705

soap dish
opal glass, white, matte
4998505

tealight holder
opal glass, white, matte
4998305

hook
4998405

double towel holder XS
4999005

bath towel holder
L = 650 mm
4998005

paper-holder
4997105

spare toilet paper holder
4997205

towel holder
L = 455 mm*
4997705

toilet brush holder
4997405

bath handle
L = 350 mm*
4998105

tealight holder
4998305
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chrome

required accessories

*Not illustrated
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